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FLIGHT  CALIBRATION OF COMPENSATED AND UNCOMPENSATED PITOT-STATIC 
ALRSPEED PROBES AND APPLICATION O F  THE PROBES TO 
SUPERSONIC CRUISE VEHICLES 
Lannie D. Webb and Harold P. Washington 
Flight  Research  Center 
INTRODUCTION 
Precise knowledge of Mach number and altitude is of utmost  importance  for  super- 
sonic cruise  aircraft. The information is necessary  for both pilot displays and  auto- 
matic  systems.  Even  greater  precision is required  for evaluating  the aircraft and the 
propulsion  system  performance  in flight. Seemingly minor errors   in  the  measurement 
of free-stream  static  pressure  greatly affect  the  measurement of inlet  recovery and 
the  range of the aircraft. 
It  has been  common practice  to  calibrate nose-boom  Pitot-static  systems  in wind- 
tunnel tests and in flight only through the  transonic  speed  region and either  to  assume 
that  there  was no supersonic error   or   to  extrapolate  the  usually  small  supersonic e r ro r  
to higher speeds. Experience with the XB-70 airplane (fig. 1) showed that neither 
practice is adequate.  In some  instances wind-tunnel calibrations of Pitot-static  probes 
at high supersonic  speeds  may  also be inadequate unless the wind-tunnel tests provide 
for  very  accurate  measurements  under  simulated flight  conditions. 
The XB-70 airplane  was  flight-tested  initially with a  compensated  Pitot-static 
probe which had a  specially  contoured shape near the static-pressure  ports  (ref. 1). 
This  probe  was  designed  to  reduce  the  measured  position e r ro r  experienced by un- 
compensated  Pitot-static  probes at transonic  speeds and to  maintain  a  minimal  position 
error  at  supersonic  speeds.  Early XB-70 flight tests produced inconsistent  supersonic 
calibration  data.  Because  the  reasons  for  the  nonrepeatability of the  data could not be 
determined  from  the flight data, wind-tunnel tests  were conducted at  the NASA Langley 
Research Center by Virgil  S. Ritchie and Frank L. Jordan, Jr. Subsequently, the 
compensated  Pitot-static  probe  was  replaced by a more conventional uncompensated 
Pitot-static  probe  (modified MA-I type). Although the uncompensated  probe  produced 
a larger subsonic  position e r ror  than the compensated probe, the supersonic data were 
more  consistent. 
In this  report flight  and wind-tunnel data are  combined to  form  a  complete position- 
e r ror  calibration.  Position-error  data  from flight and wind-tunnel tests  for both com- 
pensated and uncompensated Pitot-static  probes are analyzed and compared with data 
from  other  types of Pitot-static  probes. The effects of Reynolds number and angle of 
attack on the data obtained from  the  Pitot-static  probes  used on the XB-70 airplane  are 
discussed. The implications of using  these  types of probes on supersonic  transports 
or  other  aircraft  operating at high speeds and altitudes are  also  discussed. 
I 
SYMBOLS 
Physical  quantities in this  report  are given in the  International System of Units (SI) 
and parenthetically in U. S. Customary Units. Measurements  were  taken  in  Customary 
Units. Factors  relating  the two systems  are  presented in reference 2. 
h r  geometric (radar) altitude, meters (feet) 
h p e  true pressure  altitude,  meters (feet) 
Ah 
Pt, 2 
true  pressure altitude  minus  indicated pressure  altitude,  meters 
(feet) 
stagnation pressure, newtons/meter2 (pounds/inch2) 
PC0 
ambient pressure, newtons/mete$ (pounds/inch2) 
indicated  static  pressure  minus  ambient  pressure,  newtons/meter2 
(pounds/inch2) 
indicated Mach number 
Moo true Mach number 
AM true Mach number  minus dicated Mach number 
R Reynolds number,  per meter (foot) 
SdS2  rearward manifolded static  orifices  (for both compensated and 
uncompensated  Pitot-static probes) 
s3 
TO 
forward manifolded static  orifices  (for both compensated and un- 
compensated  Pitot-static  probes) 
total  temperature,  degrees Kelvin o r  degrees  Celsius  (degrees 
Rankine o r  degrees  Fahrenheit) 
ambient  temperature,  degrees Kelvin o r  degrees  Celsius  (degrees 
Rankine o r  degrees  Fahrenheit) 
AT0 uncertainty  the measurement of total  temperature 
AToo uncertainty  i the  measurement of ambient  t mperature 
CY angle of attack,  degrees 




uncertainty  in  the  measurement of specific-heat  ratio 
recovery  factor 
DESCMPTION OF' APPARATUS 
Onboard Sensors 
Photos of the  compensated  and  uncompensated  Pitot-static  probes  used on the XB-70 
aircraft are shown in  figure 2. Dimensions of the  probes and the  nose-boom assembly 
are shown in  figures 3 and 4, respectively. 
A s  shown in  figure 4, the  nose boom was inclined downward at  an angle of  4.17O 
(referenced  to  the  aircraft' s centerline)  for  approximate  alinement of the  Pitot-static 
probe with the  relative wind during cruise flight  conditions. Both types of probes  used 
on the XB-70 airplane  were equipped with dual sets of static  orifices which were  sepa- 
rated by 2.54 centimeters (1 inch) (fig. 3). The S3 orifices were connected to the 
XB-70 plenum chamber  reference  tank  system and the  cockpit instruments. The pri- 
mary  source of airspeed data was the  rear  set of static  orifices (S1/S2), which was 
connected to  the  recording  pressure  transducers and the central  air  data  computer. 
Both the  compensated  and  the  uncompensated  Pitot-static probes  were mounted so that 
the S1/S2 orifices  were 180.8 centimeters (71.2 inches)  from the apex of the nose of 
the  airplane, as  illustrated in figure 4. Both installations  incorporated angle-of-attack 
and angle-of-sideslip  vanes. \ 
Two total-temperature  probes  were mounted on  the XB-70 airplane below and 
152.4 centimeters (60 inches) back of the  apex  edge of the inlet  ramp, a s  illustrated 
in  figure  5(a). The dimensions of the  probes and a photograph are  shown in  figures 5@) 
and 5(c), respectively. Each probe consisted of two platinum, open-wire, resistance 
windings enclosed in three  radiation  shields. One total-temperature probe 
temperatures  from -68O C (-90' F) to 1 7 1 O  C (340' F) and the other from 133 C 
(272O F) to 396O C (745O F). One platinum element in each probe provided data for the \ 
central a i r  data  computer, and  the other  element provided  data to a magnetic  recording 





Onboard Recording  Instrumentation 
The total and static  pressures  from  the  Pitot-static  probes  were  measured by 
specially  built unbonded strain gage pressure  transducers, which were coupled directly 
to a 13-bit digital  encoder.  The output of these  transducers,  together with that of the 
air data  computer  and  the  total-temperature  probes, was recorded by the  airborne  data 
acquisition system (ref. 3). 
To use the special  pressure  transducers, a 2-hour warmup  was  required  before 
takeoff. Preflight and  postflight zeros  were obtained just  before takeoff and just after 
landing and were  compared to  an aneroid  barometer  reading. 
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Radar  and  Meteorological  Apparatus 
Ground radars such as FPS-16, MPS-25, and SCR-584 units were used to  track 
the XB-70 airplane  to  obtain its true geometric  altitude.  The  ambient pressure and 
temperature at the  radar-measured  geometric  altitude  were obtained from  an 
AN/AMT-4B rawinsonde  balloon (ref. 4) released by the A i r  Force Ai r  Weather Sew- 
ice, Edwards A i r  Force Base, Calif., at XB-70 takeoff. Atmospheric data from the 
radiosonde  package  were  transmitted  to  an AN/GMD-1A rawin set (ref. 5) and re- 
corded on magnetic tape for subsequent data  reduction  (ref. 6). 
FLIGHT  CALIBRATION  PROCEDURES AND WIND-TUNNEL  TESTS 
Because of the  large  speed and altitude  capability of the XB-70 airplane,  several 
conventional and unconventional calibration  procedures  were  used  to obtain an  airspeed 
calibration of the  Pitot-static  probes. As illustrated  in  figure 6, conventional stabilized 
Pacer data were obtained in  the  subsonic  speed  region,  whereas an unconventional radar 
tracking  acceleration and deceleration technique  was the  primary  source of airspeed 
data in  the  transonic and supersonic  speed  regions. The total-temperature  probe  was 
also used  in the supersonic region. Wind-tunnel data helped to  establish the final 
position-error  curve  at the higher  supersonic Mach numbers. 
Pacer Method 
Two U. S. Air Force  calibrated  Pacer (ref. 7) aircraft, a T-38 and an F-104, were 
used  to  calibrate  the XB-70 position error   in  the  subsonic Mach number range. During 
the  airspeed  calibration m s ,  the XB-70 airplane was stabilized at a  predetermined 
altitude and Mach number. Next, the  calibrated  Pacer  was  stabilized alongside the 
XB-70 airplane. Indicated airspeed and pressure  altitude  were  recorded by the cockpit 
camera  in  the  Pacer  aircraft.  After  these  quantities  were  corrected  for  instrument 
and position error ,  they  were  correlated with the  measured XB-70 pitot and static 
pressures to determine  the  static-pressure  position  error. 
Acceleration-Deceleration  Radar Method 
An unconventional method--the acceleration-deceleration  radar method--was  used 
to  calibrate the static-pressure  position  error of the  Pitot-static  airspeed  installation 
on the XB-70 airplane at high altitudes and at  transonic and supersonic  speeds. A 
precision  radar-transponder  system  determined  the  geometric height of the  airplane a s  
it accelerated o r  decelerated at various  pressure  altitudes. During these  test runs, 
measurements  were  made continuously with the Pitot-static installation. True ambient 
pressure  at a  given geometric height was  determined by flying the  airplane at  a  speed 
for which the  static-pressure  error had been determined  previously by an  accepted 
method of obtaining an  airspeed  calibration, such as a  tower  flyby,  a  Pacer  aircraft, 
radar plus  rawinsonde  balloon,  a trailing cone, or a  smoke trail  laid by a Pacer  air- 
Craft. 
Because true ambient pressure, and,  hence, true  pressure  altitude, was known at 
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a referenced Mach number, any small change in geometric height was assumed  to 
correspond  to a like change in  pressure altitude  during  the  calibration runs. Thus, 
for the Mach number  range  traversed  during  the XB-70 tests,  the  true  pressure 
altitude  was known and  could he converted  readily  to true  ambient  pressure by using 
standard  atmospheric  tables o r  equations. 
With this method, if the  entire Mach number  range of the test airplane could not 
be traversed at one test  altitude,  an overlapping acceleration-deceleration technique 
was used. The technique consisted of flying another  acceleration o r  deceleration 
maneuver at a different  altitude at which a larger Mach number  range could be  covered. 
The two sets of data were combined if the second acceleration or deceleration  maneuver 
included part of the  same Mach number  range a s  the first. The maximum Mach number 
reached on the  second acceleration o r  deceleration run was  used a s  a  second "refer- 
ence" Mach number.  This  second Mach number was then  used as the  reference condi- 
tion at  higher  altitudes, and the  process  was  repeated  until  the  entire Mach number 
range was covered. 
The XB-70 tests  were  started at a Mach number of 0.90 and an  altitude of 9750 me- 
t e r s  (32,000 feet). A t  this  altitude,  the  airplane could easily  accelerate  from  this 
subsonic Mach number,  at which the  static-pressure  error was known, through  the 
transonic Mach region,  to a Mach number  near  1.4. Because  this limit speed 
was less than the  maximum  speed  capability of the airplane (fig. 6), additional calibra- 
tion runs were  performed at higher  altitudes where the  airplane could operate  at 
higher Mach numbers (fig. 7). 
The static-pressure  error  determined  near a Mach number of 1.4 was  used as  
the  reference point for the  higher  altitude  at which the tests  were  performed. For the 
XE3-70 airplane,  this would have required  acceleration  from a Mach number of ap- 
proximately 1.4  to the limit speed at the  higher  altitude.  This  procedure  was not 
operationally  feasible, however, because of the  reduced  acceleration  potential of the 
XT3-70 airplane  at  the  higher  altitudes.  Decelerations  were found to be more  practical 
because  the  entire  maneuver could be conducted within the test range of the  radars and 
did not consume  excessive  quantities of fuel and test  time. The results were essentially 
the  same a s  for  accelerations. 
The primary advantages of this method were (1) minimization of dependence on 
transmitted  radiosonde  measurements, (2) simplicity of flight scheduling, (3) ease of 
testing, (4) minimization of the  lag  problem  at high altitudes, and (5) speed and 
accuracy  in obtaining  an airspeed  calibration  for  the  entire Mach range of the  test  air- 
craft.  Care was taken  to  match  angles of attack and Reynolds numbers when different 
acceleration and deceleration runs were  performed. 
Total-Temperature Method 
Static-pressure  position e r ro r  was determined  also by a total-temperature method 
in which indicated  static  pressure,  total  temperature,  and  ambient  temperature  were 
used.  The XB-70 flight data  selected  for  analysis  were  for  level flight when the air- 
craft was closer than  approximately 110 kilometers (70 miles)  to  the rawinsonde 
balloon. Data obtained from  the high- and low-range total-temperature  probes  in  the 
overlapping temperature  range  (approximately 149O C (300° F)) were  compared  to 
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check  the performance of the  probes. 
Mach number was obtained from  the  total-temperature  measurements by using  the 
ideal gas relationship (ref. 8): 
in which E is the  recovery  factor of the  total-temperature  probe and equals 0.994, 
To is the  total  temperature  sensed by the probes, and T, is the  ambient  temperature. 
Ambient temperature, T,, was obtained by correlating  the  pressure  altitude 
measured on the XB-70 airplane with rawinsonde-measured pressure  altitudes. 
Wind-Tunnel Tests 
A large  portion of XB-70 flights  at Mach numbers  greater  than  2.5  were  at ground 
distances of 160 kilometers (100 miles) o r  more  from  the  radar  site and at  altitudes 
near 21,000 meters (70,000 feet). A s  a  result,  uncertainties  in  the flight  data due to 
the low ambient pressures and the low radar elevation  angles  were  greater than for 
flights  at  lower  altitudes  and Mach numbers. Wind-tunnel data  were obtained for 
both XB-70 Pitot-static  probes  to supplement the flight data.  The  tests  were made 
in the NASA Langley Research  Center’ s Unitary Plan wind tunnel (ref. 9) at  several 
simulated  flight  altitudes and at  flight Mach numbers of 2.60,  2.80,  and 2.96. 
PRECISION 
A variety of sensors and support equipment  was  needed for  the  three  airspeed 
methods used. In this  section  the  errors of the individual sensors and supporting 
equipment a re  discussed  and  a  root-sum-squared e r ror  is presented  for  each method. 
Uncertainties  in  Sensors and  Supporting  Equipment 
Pacer.- For most of the  Pacer  data,  the  altimeter  system of the  Pacer  airplane 
had an  estimated  uncertainty of %15 meters (*50 feet)  (ref. io)  over  an  altitude  range 
of 9100 meters (30,000 feet)  to 12,000 meters (40,000 feet). 
Pressure  transducers. - Laboratory  tests  indicated the overall  accuracy of the 
pressure  transducers  to be *O. 05 percent of the full-scale  range of the pressure  cell. 
The tatic-pressure  cell had a  range of 0 to 138 X 1 0 3  newtons/meter2 (0 to 20 pounds/ 
inch 8 ); its accuracy would therefore be *69 newtons/meter2 (*O. 0 10 pound/inch2). 
The stagnationyressure  cell range  was  from 0 to 207 X 1 0 3  newtons/meter2 (0 to 
30 pounds/inch ) with an  accuracy of *lo3 newtons/meter2 (*O. 015 pound/inch2). An 
aneroid  barometer with a  range of 60.96 centimeters to 78.74  centimeters (24  inches 
to  31  inches) of mercury  was  used  for preflight  and  postflight zero  corrections  to  the 
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transducer-measured  pressures. The accuracy of this  split-range  barometer  was 
estimated  to  be 10. 02 centimeter (10. 01 inch) of mercury.  Figure  8 shows the un- 
certainty  in Mach number and  altitude  corresponding  to  the combined inaccuracies in  
the pressure-measuring  system  used on the XB-70 airplane  to obtain airspeed  data. 
Radar (AN/FPS-161.- The pointing accuracy of the AN/FPS-16 radar complex 
used  to  obtain  height  information was estimated  to be il. 964 X 10* radians (io. 2  mil). 
Figure  9  illustrates the resultant uncertainty  in  radar-measured  geometric  altitudes. 
As  shown, this  altitude  uncertainty  increased with decreasing  elevation angle for any 
given altitude. 
AN-GMD-1 (AN/AMT-4B) rawin set.- Ambient pressures and temperatures  were 
obtaiiiid  from  a  combination of an AN/AMT-4B rawinsonde balloon and an AN/GMD-1 
rawin  set.  The  uncertainties  in the pressure  measurements  varied  from 11. 2 milli- 
bars at an  altitude of 9100 meters (30,000 feet) to 10.40 millibar at an  altitude of 
21,000 meters (70,000 feet). The accuracy of the measured  ambient air  temperature 
was io. 7' C (il. 3 ' F) for the  entire  altitude  range (ref. 11). 
Total-temperature probe.- Many variables must be considered  (ref. 12) in assess- 
ing  the e r rors  involved in calculating Mach number  from  total-temperature-probe 
measurements. Four of the  primary  error  sources  are self-heating, calibration, re- 
covery  factor, and radiation (ref. 13). The magnitudes of these  errors  were  estimated 
for the total-temperature  probe  for  an  altitude of 18,000 meters (60,000 feet) and a 
Mach number of 3.0 (ref. 13). From the types of errors  discussed  in  reference 13, a 
total  root-sum-squared  uncertainty of 10. 44O C (h0.8' F) was  calculated a s  the  total- 
temperature  uncertainty. In addition to  the  basic  error  associated with the  total- 
temperature  probe,  the  aircraft' s wiring,  amplifiers,  indicators, and recorders 
introduced errors.  Ground calibration  checks on the XB-70 airplane  indicated  that the 
combination of the probes and the  support  system  resulted  in  a  total-temperature e r ror  
of *2.8' C (15' F) at  temperatures  near 315' C (600' F), which is within the  specified 
tolerance of 1 percent for  the entire  system. 
Uncertainties  in  the Flight Calibration  Procedures and Wind-Tunnel  Data 
Pacer method.- Pacer  data  from  several  flights  indicated a Mach number  measure- 
ment  uncertainty of io. 002. This  uncertainty  existed  over the subsonic Mach number 
range and for  altitudes below 11,000 meters (35,000 feet). 
Acceleration-deceleration . radar method.- The  Mach number and altitude  uncer- 
tanties  that  resulted  from the apparent errors  in the  various  sensors and support 
equipment were determined by using  a  root-sum-squared equation. These  uncertain- 
ties  for the  entire flight Mach number  range are  presented  in figure 10 for two calibra- 
tion  procedures, one in which the  reference  pressures  were  determined  from  the  Pacer 
system, and the  other  in which they were  determined  from  a  combination of a radar 
and a rawinsonde balloon. The uncertainties  were  larger when the rawinsonde system 
was used  than  when  the Pacer  system  was used. It was noted that  the magnitude of the 
scatter  in  the  flight  data  for both methods w a s  close  to  the  predicted  scatter  presented 
in figure 10 throughout the Mach number range. 
The  equations  used to  derive  the error   in  Mach number due to  the  error  in the 
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instrumentation  system are presented in reference 14. 
Total-temperature method. - The total-temperature method for determining true 
Mach number is subject  to  error  from  several  sources.  To  estimate  the  error  in  cal- 
culating Mach number by this method the  uncertainties in three  basic  parameters are 
used: (1) ambient  temperature, which is found by relating  aircraft  indicated  pressure 
altitude  to rawinsonde pressure altitude; (2) total  temperature; and (3) specific-heat 
ratio. An uncertainty of *O. 01 in the  specific-heat  ratio  may exist at  a Mach number 
of approximately 3 . 0  and at altitudes of 18,000 meters (60,000 feet) to 24,000 meters 
(80,000 feet) (ref. 13). 
The resulting  uncertainty  for  a Mach number of 3 and a geometric  altitude of 
18,000 meters (60,000 feet)  was  calculated by using the  relationship (ref. 15) 
Mach number  uncertainty = 
in which the uncertainties are: To, G2.78' C (*5' F); T,, -10.72' C (*1.3' F); and 
y, *O. 01 for a total  temperature of 333 ' C (633 ' F). The Mach number  uncertainty 
was calculated  to  be *O. 05. This is close  to  the  scatter  in  the  total-temperature-probe 
data  calculated  for a Mach number of approximately 3 and a geometric  altitude of ap- 
proximately  21,000 meters (70,000 feet).  The scatter  in  the  data  from eight D - 7 0  
flights  indicated  that  the errors   in  the  total-temperature-probe method were: 
Mach number Uncertainty  in Mach number Altitude, m (ft) 
1.5 
-10. 02 12,000  to  18,000 2.5 
*o. 01 9000 (30,000) 
(40,000 to 60,000) 
3 . 0  * O .  04 18,000 to 21,000 
(60,000 to  70,000) 
r 
Wind-tunnel data.- Pressure measurements  were  made  in  the Langley  Unitary Plan 
wind tunnel with several  different  pressure  sensors: two quartz  pressure gages,  four 
variable-range  pressure  cells, two mercury  manometers, and several  differential- 
pressure  transducers. The instrumentation  used  for  the XB-70 Pitot-static  probes was 
also  used  for  free-stream  pitot- and static-pressure  measurements  in  the wind-tunnel- 
test section.  Estimated  uncertainties  in  measurements  corresponded  to Mach number 
uncertainties of -10. 005 for most of the  probe  calibration  test  points. For the  lowest 
test pressure and Reynolds number the uncertainties  were no more than * O .  01. 
TESTS 
Figure 11 shows regions of comparable  flight-  and  wind-tunnel-test  data. All the 
wind-tunnel data presented in this  report  were  averaged  for  each  specific  test condition, 
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and are for  zero angle of sideslip. The  flight  data obtained for level  flight  conditions 
were  used  to  establish  the  position-error  calibration when radar elevation  angles  were 
larger than 5' and the ground distances  from radar to  aircraft  were less than  161 kilo- 
meters (100 miles). Because all the  data  used  were  selected  from  steady-state 
(constant-altitude)  flight  conditions, pressure  lag could be  discounted as a source of 
error  in  position-error  determination. Most of the  higher  supersonic  data  were obtained 
in  the  altitude  range between  15,000 meters (50,000 feet) and 21,000 meters (70,000 feet). 
The angles of attack of the  Pitot-static  probe and  nose boom were  approximately -2O for 
most of the  supersonic  data points. 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
XB-70 Position Errors From Wind Tunnel and  Flight 
Preliminary  analysis of the Langley Research  Center wind-tunnel data  for  the  com- 
pensated  Pitot-static  probe  indicated  that Reynolds number was important  in  determining 
position error. In addition  to  the Reynolds number  effect,  angle-of-attack and shock- 
wave boundary-layer  interaction on the  Pitot-static  probe  influenced  the  position e r ror  
and could be isolated only from  the wind-tunnel-test  data. Figure 12(a)  shows that  the 
position errors  calculated  from  the flight  and wind-tunnel data show close  agreement 
for  similar  values of Reynolds number and  angle of attack (-2") at a Mach number of 
2.60.  This  agreement  firmly  established  the magnitude level for  the  position e r ror  
at Mach 2.60. The wind-tunnel data at Mach 2.80  and 2.96 were also plotted  and 
faired (figs. 12(b) and 12(c)). However, some extrapolation was necessary because 
the Reynolds numbers  for  the wind-tunnel data at Mach 2.80  and 2.96 were not com- 
parable  in magnitude to  the  flight Reynolds number. In extrapolating  the data, the 
general  shapes of the  fairings  were  taken  from  figure  12(a). 
Figure 12 also shows that the e r ror  in  the  compensated  probe at Mach numbers 
from 2.60 to 2.96 decreases  as the  probe angle of attack  increases  from -2" to 2". 
For example, indicated e r rors  at flight Reynolds numbers are  large at a = -2", 
moderate at a = 0", and small for a = 2". This trend is of practical significance 
because of the large  errors  experienced  at flight  angles of attack  near -2". The large 
flight  position e r rors  could have been  greatly  reduced if probe  angles of attack had 
been  near 2". This could have been assured if the XB-70 nose  boom  had  been installed 
parallel  to  the  aircraft's  centerline  instead of drooped 4.17" (fig.  4). 
The aircraft's  fuselage flow field  forward of the nose  produced a large position 
error  in the  subsonic  and  transonic Mach  number  ranges. In  addition, part of the 
position e r ror  was  introduced in the  transonic Mach number  range by the  nose  boom 
(fig. 4) which affected the Pitot-static measurements (ref. 16, page 89). Isolation 
of the  support  effects  from  the forebody effects was not attempted. A normal shock 
at the  pitot-static-probe  tip,  together with a supersonic flow field  around  the  static 
orifices on the probe,  was  the  main  source of the  supersonic position error.  There- 
fore,  in  this  analysis  the  position+rror  calibrations are divided into subsonic  and 
supersonic  parts. 
Figure  13  presents  airspeed data obtained on several XB-70 flights on which the 
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uncompensated and compensated probes were used in the S1/S2 configuration. The 
position e r ro r  was determined by using the  Pacer, radar acceleration-deceleration, 
and total-temperature methods. These  data are  faired  in  figure 14(a) and compared 
with wind-tunnel data in the Mach number  range  from  2.6  to 2.96. The difference be- 
tween  the extrapolated wind-tunnel data of figure 12 and  the  faired flight  data of fig- 
ure 14(a) is small. Equivalent curves in terms of 4 and Ah versus indicated Mach 
number a re  plotted in  figures 14(b) and 14(c), respectively. The position-error  fairings, 
presented in figure  14(a),  were  made through  flight data which were  selected  for 
optimum  conditions of accuracy. For the higher  supersonic Mach number  portion of 
the  fairing,  the wind-tunnel data  were  used in conjunction with limited flight  data in 
establishing the final curve. The uncertainties in the final fairing (fig. 14(a)) were: 
PC0 
0.5 to 1.4 
1.4  to  2.5 
2.5 to  3.0 
9000 (30,000) 
k0. 005 9000 (30,000) to 
*o. 002 
18,000 (60,000) 
18,000 (60,000) to kO.01 
21,000 (70,000) 
Subsonic.- At Mach numbers  less than 1.0  the  position e r ror  of the  uncompensated 
Pitot-static  probe showed the  expected increase due to  the  increase  in the pressure field 
ahead of the aircraft as the Mach number  increased. The compensated  probe, which 
was designed  to  eliminate  the  effects of this  pressure  field, tended to  overcorrect  in 
the  subsonic  region.  This  overcorrection  became larger at the  higher Mach numbers 
and reached  a  maximum value of AM = 0.01; however, at landing  speed the  correction 
was  nearly  zero. A s  a  result,  the  pressures  measured by the  compensated  probe  were 
below ambient,  whereas  the uncompensated probe  indicated pressures above ambient 
(fig. 14(b)). For a  comparison  at  an  indicated Mach number of 0.960 and an  altitude of 
9750 meters (32,000 feet), the AM and Ah e r rors  of the uncompensated probe were 
0.054 and 408 meters (1340 feet),  respectively,  whereas  the  compensated  probe for the 
same flight conditions had a AM e r ro r  of -0.0095 and a Ah er ror  of 70 meters 
(233 feet). 
Supersonic.-  Near Mach 1 the bow shock wave of the  aircraft  passed  over  the  static 
orifices, and the  high-pressure flow field  around  the aircraft was no longer  sensed by 
the Pitot-static probe. Immediately after the bow shock wave passed, the measured 
pressures  from  the  compensated  probe dropped further below ambient pressure 
(fig. 14(b)). With increasing Mach numbers, the pressures sensed by the compensated 
probe approach  ambient pressure  near a Mach number of 1 .3  and drop  rapidly below 
the ambient pressure for Mach numbers greater than 1.3. Consequently, the cali- 
bration  curve  for  the  compensated  Pitot-static  probe  (fig. 14) indicates Mach numbers 
and altitudes  that are always  higher  than true  values (Mi > 1). 
For Mach numbers  from 1 to  approximately 2 .2 ,  the  uncompensated  Pitot-static 
probe  indicated pressures higher than ambient pressure (indicated Mach number and 
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altitude  lower  than  true Mach number and  altitude). Above approximately Mach 2.2, 
the uncompensated  probe exhibits a trend  similar  to  that of the  compensated  probe; 
namely,  an  increasingly  larger negative  position error  (indicated Mach number and 
altitude  higher  than true Mach number and altitude) with increasing Mach  number. 
For example, at an indicated Mach number of 2.6,  the  compensated  and  uncompensated 
Pitot-static  probes indicated..Mach numbers  higher than true  values by 0.061 and 0.027, 
respectively. Values of AM and 4 for figure 14 are listed in table 1. 
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Analysis of Pitot-Static-Probe  Characteristics 
Angle-of-attack sensitivity. - Analysis of the wind-tunnel data  from  the Langley 
Research  Center showed that the  compensated and uncompensated  Pitot-static probes 
were both sensitive  to angle-of-attack variations when angle of attack  was less than Oo. 
For  example,  from  figure 15, for a  negative  angle of attack,  the  calculated rate of 
change in Mach number  position e r ror  per degree of angle-of-attack  change (sensitivity) 
was approximately 0.02 for both probes. For positive  angles of attack up to 8 O ,  the 
wind-tunnel data show that  sensitivity  to angle-of-attack  changes is reduced. The 
uncompensated probe shows the  greatest  sensitivity  reduction  to -0.002, whereas  the 
compensated  probe is 0.01. 
The sensitivity of the NACA A-6 Pitot-static  probe (ref. 17) is compared with the 
sensitivities of both XB-70 Pitot-static  probes  in  figure 15. For negative angles of 
attack  the  sensitivity of the A-6 probe is only -0.005 and becomes  negligible for  posi- 
tive  angles of attack.  This  insensitivity  to  changes  in angle of attack  results  from  the 
probe  construction. The probe was built with the  top and bottom  static  orifices  mani- 
folded together (fig. 16(a)),  whereas  the  static  orifices of both XB-70 probes  were 
located only on the bottom (figs. 16(b) and (c)). Figure 16 also shows the  construction 
of the  pitot openings for all three  probes. The sensitivity of the XB-70 probes  to 
negative angles of attack is consistent with that of other  probes with static  orifices on 
the bottom. 
Reynolds number  effect.-  Figures 17(a) and 17(b) show the effects of Reynolds 
number  variation on the  compensated and the  uncompensated XB-70 Pitot-static  probes. 
At negative angles of attack  the wind-tunnel data  indicate  that  the  cylinder-shaped 
uncompensated probe was less affected by Reynolds number  variations  than  the  com- 
pensated  probe.  Effects of Reynolds number  variation on the NACA cylindrical pitot- 
static  probe  at  large  angles of attack  were noted in  reference 17. For  all  three  probes, 
the wind-tunnel data show that as the Reynolds number  increases,  the  static-pressure 
e r ror  becomes  more  positive. Data from  references 16 and  17 also indicate  that 
variations  in  pressure  measured on Pitot-static  probes  may be dependent on Reynolds 
number change s. 
Reynolds number  effects on pitot-static-probe  stagnation-pressure  measurements 
(refs. 18 to 20) and boundary-layer effects on the  Pitot-static  probes  (refs. 20 and 21) 
were  demonstrated  in  previous tests. Figure 18 is a  composite  drawing  from  four 
wind-tunnel shadowgraphs  taken of the XB-70 compensated  Pitot-static  probe at 
Ma= 2.6 and angles of attack of -5 and 4'. The drawings  graphically  illustrate the 
transition  from a turbulent to a laminar boundary layer  over  the  static  orifices on the 
compensated  Pitot-static  probe as Reynolds number is reduced. It is apparent  that a 
turbulent boundary layer exists over  most of the  compensated  probe for a high Reynolds 
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number (fig. 18(a)). At a lower Reynolds number  the boundary layer is laminar 
around  the  static  ports and  becomes  turbulent only on the  small  neck of the probe 
(fig. 18 (b)) . A similar trend  occurred at an  angle of attack of Oo. Such in-flight 
boundary-layer  changes on Pitot-static  probes  make  airspeed  calibrations difficult to 
obtain. 
Comparison of static-orifice  location on the  compensated  probe.- The compensated 
Pitot-static  probe  (figs. 3 and 16(b)) also had a set of uncompensated static  orifices (S3). 
A limited amount of data  from  the S3 orifices was analyzed  and is presented  in fig- 
ure 19. Subsonic and  supersonic  data  from  the uncompensated static  ports (S3) were 
compared with the data from  the S1/S2 orifices on the  uncompensated  Pitot-static 
probe. The S3 data fall below the fairing for the uncompensated probe for all subsonic 
Mach numbers. For supersonic Mach numbers  the  pressures  measured  at the S3 
orifices were closer than the S1/S2 data to ambient pressure. Therefore, the AM 
points are close  to  zero  for Mi W l .  2 (fig. 19). 
Figure  19  also  compares the S3 orifice data and data taken  from  the  compensated 
orifices on the  same probe. This illustrates  the  dissimilar  types of position-error 
curves which can  be obtained when one set of static  orifices is placed on the  compen- 
sated  portion of the  probe and another set is placed on the  uncompensated  portion, 
separated by 2.54  centimeters (1 inch). 
Comparison of position  errors.-  Figure 20 compares  position  errors  for  several 
types of Pitot-static  probes. The position-error  curves  were obtained from  theory, 
wind-tunnel tests, and flight data. To eliminate forebody effects, only supersonic data 
were analyzed. For Mach numbers  greater  than 1, modified slender-body theory 
(ref. 16) was applied for the cylindrical, uncompensated XB-70 Pitot-static probe. The 
theory  predicts  that  static  orifices on cylindrical  probes will sense  static  pressures 
which a re  higher than ambient  pressure, and that  therefore the  indicated Mach numbers 
will be less than  the true Mach numbers (AM will be  positive). Data from  the XB-70 
uncompensated  probe  and  the NACA A-6 (ref. 22) Pitot-static  probes tend to  confirm 
this  theory up to a Mach number of approximately 2. Above this Mach number both 
Xl3-70 probes and the A-6 probe  sensed  static  pressures which were  less than  ambient 
pressure; hence, AM became negative. Therefore, indicated Mach numbers a re  
greater than true Mach numbers  for  these  types of Pitot-static  probes. The position 
e r ror  of the A-6 probe  increases  most  rapidly at Mach numbers  greater than 2, 
possibly  because of the  strong  normal shock in  front of its blunt tip. 
The  compensated  probe with static  orifices on the rear  noncylindrical  surface 
sensed  pressures which were below ambient  for  all Mach numbers  greater than 1 and 
showed a  negative  position error  for  all  supersonic Mach numbers  tested. 
Also shown in  figure 20 a re  data  from a compensated  probe  (ref. 23) with static 
orifices on the  forward  tapered tip. Data from  this  probe  indicated  pressures  higher 
than ambient between Mach 1 and 2. Limited wind-tunnel data (ref. 24) indicate  that 
this could also be true  for Mach numbers  greater  than 2. 
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Influence of Pitot-static  Probes on Supersonic  Transport  Operation 
and  Performance 
Selection of a Pitot-static  probe for a supersonic  cruise  aircraft could present a 
problem. A compensated  probe would reduce  the unwanted transonic  errors, but 
could introduce  undesirable Reynolds number  and angle-of-attack effects at supersonic 
speeds. An uncompensated probe would have large subsonic  position e r rors  but 
smaller  errors at supersonic  speeds. In addition, it would be less susceptible  to 
Reynolds number and angle-of-attack variation at supersonic  speeds.  Therefore,  for 
a supersonic  cruise  vehicle, a Pitot-static  probe with both compensated  and  uncom- 
pensated sets of orifices would appear to be  desirable.  This type of probe would have 
a minimum  position e r ro r  at subsonic and supersonic  speeds and  would therefore  pro- 
vide better  utilization of airspace  than a conventional  Pitot-static  probe. The general 
guidelines for designing such a probe are given in  reference 25. The design of the 
uncompensated section could be  similar  to  that of the  static-orifice  section on the 
NACA A-6 probe. 
Reliable a i r  data a re  needed not  only by the pilot and for  control  systems but also 
because air   data  errors and uncertainties  affect  the  performance and operational  char- 
acteristics of an  aircraft.  For example, i f  the two probes  tested on the XB-70 airplane 
were used on a supersonic  transport and  the transonic and supersonic e r rors  were not 
accounted for,  the  altitude errors  for typical  subsonic and supersonic  cruise conditions 
would be: 
r Cruise condition  Altitude e r ror ,  km (ft)  
Mach number Uncompensated probe Compensated probe Altitude, km (ft) 
" 
2.70  21.3 (70,000) *O. 17 (*550) *O. 30 (*lOOO) 
-~ ~ 
2.00  
f. 24 (h.800) f. 05 (*180) 12.2 (40,000) .90 
f. 06 (*200) *.21 (*700) 16.8 (55,000) 
Errors of these  magnitudes would make it difficult or impossible  to comply with the 
minimum  vertical height separations  required by typical  commercial flight regulations 
(ref. 26). In addition,  the Mach number e r rors  of the two types of Pitot-static  probes 
could have great effect  on  the  control  system of a supersonic  transport  inlet. If the 
Pitot-static  system were used as  an input to the inlet  control  and  the  corrections  to the 
a i r  data parameters  were not made,  the  inlet would not be controlled  to  the  optimum 
setting for peak recovery. The magnitude of the errors  in inlet  recovery  that could be 
caused by the  Mach number  position e r rors  of the  compensated  and  uncompensated 
probes is shown in  figure 21  together with typical  supersonic  transport  inlet  recovery 
curves  (ref. 27). It is assumed that the  transport inlet would be scheduled to  operate 
according  to  the nominal line, which is approximately 3 percent below the  level  where 
inlet  instability would occur.  Figure 21  shows  that i f  the  inlet  were  scheduled by a i r  
data  information  from either of the two probes,  the  inlet  control would cause  inlet 
instability at Mach 2.15 for  the compensated probe and Mach 2.75  for  the uncompensated 
probe. If an inlet requires a control input from a  Pitot-static  system, knowledge of the 
position e r ror  of the probes would eliminate one source of error. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A compensated  and an uncompensated Pitot-static  probe,  used on the XB-70 air- 
plane,  were  calibrated in  flight over a Mach number  range  from low subsonic to super- 
sonic (near 3). The calibration methods, probe behavior, and probe characteristics 
were  compared. It was found that  the  position e r ro r  of the  compensated  Pitot-static 
probe at subsonic  speeds  was much less than  that of the  uncompensated  probe. For 
example,  the  absolute  maximum  subsonic Mach number  position error  measured by 
the  uncompensated  Pitot-static  probe was 0.054, whereas  the  compensated probe 
indicated an absolute  maximum of only 0.01 .  
A t  supersonic  speeds  the compensated Pitot-static  probe  indicated  an  increasingly 
negative  position e r ro r  with increasing Mach number.  The  uncompensated probe had 
small  positive  position e r rors  below a Mach number of 2.2 and  increasingly  larger 
negative  position e r rors  at Mach numbers  greater  than 2.2 .  For example, at  an  indi- 
cated Mach number of 2 . 6 ,  the  compensated and uncompensated  Pitot-static  probes 
indicated Mach numbers  higher  than  true  values by 0.061 and 0.027, respectively. 
For supersonic  conditions,  the  compensated  Pitot-static  probe  was  more  sensitive 
than  the uncompensated  probe  to Reynolds number and  angle-of-attack  effects. To 
obtain  the most  repeatable  airspeed  data the  Pitot-static  probes should be flown at a 
small  positive angle of attack.  Comparison of both of the XB-70 Pitot-static  probes 
with an NACA A-6 Pitot-static  probe showed the latter  to be less sensitive  to angle-of- 
attack  variations. 
The level  acceleration-deceleration method of obtaining airspeed  calibrations 
proved to be satisfactory  for obtaining precision  airspeed  data  over a large Mach 
number range. This technique minimized the test support  requirements and  reduced 
inherent  lag  problems. 
This study indicated  that  a  Pitot-static  probe with both a compensated and an un- 
compensated set of static  orifices should be used for  supersonic  transports.  This type 
of probe would have a minimum  position error   a t  subsonic  and  supersonic  speeds and 
would therefore  provide  better  utilization of airspace and inlet performance than  a 
conventional  Pitot-static  probe. 
Flight Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Edwards, Calif., December 30, 1971. 
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Figure 1. XB-70 airplane. 
E-21219 
Figure 2. XB-70 compensated and uncompensated Pitot-static (airspeed) probes. 
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Compensated  probe 
Figure 3. Details of the compensated and uncompensated Pitot-static  airspeed  probes 
used  on  the XB-70 aircraft. Dimensions in  centimeters  (inches) unless otherwise noted. 
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Figure 4. Sketch of the nose boom  showing the location of the Pitot-static  probe  (either 
uncompensated or  compensated), angle-of-attack vane, and angle-of-sideslip vane. 
Dimensions in  centimeters (inches) unless  otherwise noted. 
J 
Total-temperature  probes J 
(a) Location of probes. 
@) Sketch of probe showing dimensions. (c) Photograph of both probes. 
Figure 5. Sketches and photograph of the two XB-70 total-temperature probes. 
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Figure 6. Flight envelope showing the flight regions  in which various methods were 
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Figure 7. Typical XB-70 Mach number and altitude  time  history showing time  segments 
during which acceleration-deceleration  airspeed  calibrations  were obtained. 
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Figure 8. Uncertainties in Mach number and altitude  resulting  from inaccuracies in 
the airspeed pressure transducers used on the XB-70 airplane. 
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Figure 9. Effect of hl. 964 X 1Om4-radian (h0.2-mil) error  in  radar elevation  angle 
on radar  altitude uncertainty. 
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Figure 10. Effect of reference  pressure  error on the  uncertainties  in Mach number and 
altitude  measurements. 
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Figure 11. Comparison of wind-tunnel test  points with the XB-70 flight-test  region. 
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Figure 12. Variation of Mach number  position error  for the compensated probe with 
Mach number, Reynolds number, and angle of attack. 
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Figure 13. Variation of Mach number  position e r ror  with Mach number for the two 











(a) Variation of Mach number position error with  indicated Mach number. 
Figure 14. Faired position-error calibrations for the XB-70 compensated and 
uncompensated pitot-static probes. S1/S2 configuration. 
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(b) Variation of static-pressure  position e r ro r  with indicated Mach number. 
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(c) Variation of pressure-altitude position error with indicated Mach number. 
F'igure 14. Concluded. 
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Figure 15. Effect of angle of attack on the Mach number  position error  for 
three  types of Pitot-static  airspeed  probes a s  obtained from Langley wind- 
tunnel calibrations. 
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(c) XB-70 uncompensated probe. 
figure 16.  Comparison of tips and static-pressure orifice locations for 
three types of Pitot-static probes. Dimensions in  centimeters (inches) 
unless otherwise noted. 
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(b) Compensated probe. 
Figure 17. Effect of Reynolds number on Mach number  position error  for 
the  compensated  and  the  uncompensated  Pitot-static  probes as obtained from 
wind-tunnel data. M,= 2.8; S1/Sz configuration. 
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- Direction of flow 
(a) Turbulent boundary layer  over  static  ports. R per meter = 13.1 X l o 6  
(R per foot = 4 X 106). 
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(b) Laminar  boundary  layer  over static ports. R per  meter = 4.862 X 106 
Figure  18.  Schematic  drawing of the shock-wave  boundary-layer  interaction on the XB-70 
compensated  Pitot-static  probe for two Reynolds numbers at a Mach number of 2.6. 
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Figure 19. Comparison of position errors for the SQ orifices on the compensated Pitot-static probe with those 
for the S1/Sz orifices on the  compensated and uncompensated Pitot-static  probes. 
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Figure 20. Comparison of supersonic position errors  obtained from  theory, 
wind-tunnel tests, and flight  data for  several  types of  nose-boom-mounted 
Pitot-static airspeed probes. 
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Figure 21. Effects of airspeed  probe position error   for  the S1/S2 configu- 
ration in establishing  supersonic inlet pressure  recovery. 
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